Klr 650 trailer

Discussion in ' Camping Toys ' started by Gillmartin , Aug 29, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider.
Sponsor News! Check it out today. Trailer hitch for KLR? Gillmartin , Aug 29, Anybody make
one? Or seen one? Is it possible to modify the GS hitch to fit? I just sent an email to Stick with
the same question, but thought I'd post here too. Aside from upgrading the front brake rotor to
mm and installing better fork springs, any other mods y'all think would be required? Is the
entire idea just nonsense? Joined: Mar 13, Oddometer: Trailer on KLR?!?! Having one KLR, not
the trailer , I believe that they are not strong enough to pull it. You would be better of getting
some paniers. But if you are planning on traveling two up and that is why you need a trailer,
think again, there is not enough umph im that to handle all that weight. Chopperman , Aug 29, I
have bee interesded in the idea of a DS trailer. I was thinking like a pair of 21" motocrosser
wheels with a simple platform between em and a universal joint atta ched to the bike. Just
another bizarre idea after a belly full of vindaloo. BeeCeeGS , Aug 29, I've seen a DR pulling a
small trailer--might have been a similar design to the Unigo? ADV Sponsors. Tracker , Aug 29,
Yes you are right, but on the other hand you have to remember - that Lb will be pushing you
during braking time. Now just imagine, you hit the brakes, your forks dive and you bearly holdig
on to keep your rear tire on the ground, but there is that lb pushing you ass!!! What happens
next, I don't have to explain I believe, that KLR is to light, has to week of a frame and its motor is
also to week for a safe towing of a trailer. Weight wise it would be no different than packing two
up, the advantage would be the weight would be down low. Gill, I like the idea of it being quick
disconnect. Maybe have a couple of tabs welded on to the frame close to the swingarm pivots
on both sides, so the hitch frame can be "quick disconnect" same for the hitch stays coming
down from the rack. This could be interesting, a dual sport one wheel pod. Nibbets likes this.
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Kawasaki. Model KLR. The bike is absolutely loaded with extras. Runs perfect. This is a great
bike I wouldn't hesitate to ride it across the country today. Thousands of dollars in extras
including all the necessary upgrades to make the KLR a better bike including, suspension
upgrades and doohickey. Garage kept. I would be more than happy to pick you up at the airport
is you wanted to do a fly and ride. I can store the bike for a reasonable amount of time after
payment is made through Paypal until arrangements can be made for pick up. The bike starts
right up and runs perfectly, does not burn a drop of oil. The only known issues are: it needs a
new choke cable and the cig. All the plastic is intact and still nice and bright. Gas tank has no
dents. The plastics and the gas tank have very minimal scratches from normal use. The bike has
been well cared for and needs a new owner to take it on the adventure it deserves. Feel free to
ask any questions before bidding. Please see all photos. It comes with one helmet maching with
the motorcycle , its garage keep never been drop , up to date service. I bought this bike two
years ago after the previous owner had bought it from someone with a trashed motor from
running without an air filter. The PO bought a used motor and had it inspected and valves
adjusted at a shop before paying them to have it put in. The odometer reads 34, miles. The 18,
mile motor was put in the bike at 24, miles with receipts to show everything. That means the
motor now has 28, miles. The bike lives in my garage so the plastics are in good shape and not
faded to pink. New cush drive at the same time. Valves adjusted with new shims at 31, miles.

New x-ring chain and stock sprockets at 29, miles. New clutch cable put on around miles ago. I
reserve the right to end auction early and sell it locally. Shipping the bike is solely your
responsibility if you wish to do that and payment must be cleared the bank before I will release
the bike. For sale is a Kawasaki KLR in great condition!! It runs good and looks good!! It is
ready to tag and ride!!! I purchased this bike a year ago and have only ridden it miles. I honestly
just don't care about riding a motorcycle anymore so I decided it was time to let it go.
Everything on the bike works great and it starts right up and rides great! Cosmetically it looks
really good! However, there are a few scuffs and scratches but this is just normal wear and tear
for a 10 year old bike. It appears to have several upgrades including a larger windshield, a metal
skid plate and a center stand. The original choke lever was on the handle bar but a previous
owner put it directly on the carburetor. Two helmets Bilt day glo size M, only worn a few times
IV2, size S I have the title in hand, it just needs to be signed over to you. This item is for local
pickup only, I will not ship it. I accept Cash only, buyer must pay in full when picking up. Bike
must be paid for and picked up within 7 days of purchase. If you have any questions please do
not hesitate to ask. If you would like to speak on the phone, please send a message and I'll
provide you with my number. I want to make the transaction as smooth as possible for both
parties. Thanks for looking! Model KLR Recently serviced and runs perfectly. Upgraded
windshield and custom exhaust and jets. Great condition, Super bright Bi-Xenon HID headlight,
new battery, crash bars with highway pegs, aftermarket shifter and pegs, doohickey done, tank
bag, air box mod, jet kit, LEXX pipe, quick detach storage trunk. Always ran synthetic oil and
replaced every 3, miles. Tons of service receipts from the previous owner. Runs and rides
perfect, just need to sell to help pay for my son's college tuition. Feel free to contact me with
any questions. No trades, no low ballers, must have cash in hand to take it for a test ride.
Thanks for looking!!! It will need a carb treatment and a new battery. It was last run roughly two
years ago but has been stored under a cover in my garage. Please reach out to me with any
questions. New tires and new battery. In excellent condition all plastic in good shape engine
guards skid plate windshield and tank bag side bags. Does not smoke or leak. A little over 11,
miles. Model KLR Runs great. It's no surprise, then, that some of the most adventurous world
travelers have chosen the Kawasaki KLR for their excursions across the continents. With its
comfortable ergonomics, large fuel tank, optional touring accessories and off-highway
capability, the KLR makes searching a map for long-forgotten roads exciting. Power for the KLR
comes from a strong, dual overhead cam, four-valve, liquid-cooled, single cylinder, cc
four-stroke engine. The engine provides a wide range of power equally suitable for negotiating
low-speed trails and cruising at a more brisk highway pace. An engine crankshaft
counterbalancer and electric starter provide additional rider comfort and convenience. The
frame for the KLR is made of round-section high-tensile steel? A detachable rear subframe
simplifies maintenance by providing easier access to the airbox, carburetor and rear shock.
Adjustable, long-travel suspension provides a plush ride on both pavement and off-road. Forest
Service-approved spark arrestor provides access to any road open to licensed vehicles, while a
sturdy engine guard protects the engine from loose rocks and gravel. With an optional
Kawasaki tank bag and soft luggage on the large standard rear rack, KLR owners can tote
enough gear for an extended trip to any remote location. Model Concours I bought this bike
brand new from the dealer and 2 months later had to have shoulder surgery. Unfortunately after
3 surgeries I am unable to ride anymore. I have been storing this bike in my walkout basement
for 3 years. It has less than miles on it. This bike yearns to be ridden. Clean, almost new, ready
for you! Due to my rotating work schedule please contact me by email and we can work out a
time for you to come and meet your new bike. Never taking away from its stylish features, this
bike takes comfort, adjustability and confidence-inspiring power to the next level. Model Ninja I
trusted my life with this bike it's time for a new owner. Leo Vince Alum. Chain grease and tool
bad for bike. Cash only and no trades please. Please come and take a look. Alamo Heights, TX.
Williamsburg, VA. Gresham, OR. Fairbury, IL. Rock Springs, WY. Eau Gallie, FL. Dix Hills, NY.
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Kawasaki. Model Klr. In very good condition cosmetically and perfect condition mechanically.
Seat is slightly sunfaded from being stored in a garage next to a window. Plastics are perfect.
Needs a rider to appreciate it. Has lots of new parts, including: AGM battery, carb rebuild,
engine gaskets, choke and throttle cables, air filter, motor mounts, and spark plug. Starts easily
and rides well. Pulls hard. Goes through all gears perfectly. Model ZG Model Ninja R. Make
Harley-Davidson. Bike has less than 4, miles on it, Cosmetically in pristine show room condition
but not currently running, has small engine seam leak. Don't want to let it go but need the

money. If you want the vintage look but modern comfort and reliability, this is the bike for you.
Only 16k milesNew front and rear Dunlop white wall tiresNew rear wheel bearings. New tank
gasketsJust changed oil and transmission fluidNew battery and new complete charging system.
The paint and bags on the bike are in unbelievable condition. Bike runs and rides great. Just did
a mile run with no issues. Model KLR Very road and trail wirthy try it out today! The digital
Camo KLR is back! Model KLX Recently serviced complete with brand new hoses and battery.
This is a great affordable bike that turns heads everywhere it goes, is a blast to ride much more
punch than a KLR , and dependable. I have not seen any KLRs for anywhere near this price,
except for one that didn't run. Give me a call at Make Honda. With lots of financing options
available for all types of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to
financing. Financing and warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace
of mind. Hollywood, FL. Grants Pass, OR. Gresham, OR. Fort Rice, ND. Winter Springs, FL.
Easton, PA. Lebanon, OH. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Kawasaki Klr Year Make Kawasaki Model Klr. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
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Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. JavaScript seems to be disabled
in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. In , Kawasaki changed the look and performance of the iconic KLR Kawasaki's goal
was to make the already popular design even better, and in our opinion, they were successful.
The new KLR was designed to be considerably lighter and more aerodynamic than the previous
generation, and offer more stability. A larger 41mm front fork helped to make the bike more
rigid. All previous models shipped with a smaller 38mm fork. Those three millimeters make a
huge difference to anyone riding off-road. The redesigned features offer an extremely broad
torque curve that delivers a great ride in any condition. Happy Trails is the best source of parts
and accessories for the venerable KLR We love this model for its superb do-it-all capabilities.
Items 1 - 36 of If you're looking for the best quality parts and accessories for your KLR , we've
got em! Take a look at our products below, or choose from the categories on the left. Show 12
24 Page You're currently reading page 1 Page 2 Page Next. View as Grid List. Add to Compare
Add to Wish List. Quick View. Add to Cart. Out of stock. Handle Bar Risers - 38mm Eagle Mfg.
Orders placed during the weekends or the following holidays will ship the next business day.
Learn more about Dennis Kirk. We're always looking to improve your shopping experience. If
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Discounts 3. Exact Fit Possible Fit 4, We're sorry, there are no results for your ride within this
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KLR products than any other aftermarket vendor and we have them all at the lowest guaranteed
prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship today. Dennis Kirk has
been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest assured that we have your
back when it comes to bringing you the best Kawasaki KL KLR products. We want to hear from
you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an Account. Remember
Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your feedback! I enjoyed
my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride optional. Part Number if applicable.
Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your issue? Your Name. Email Address:.
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